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The Ultimate RB Story & Advantage
RB Rubber was established in 1985 by Ron Bogh when
he purchased an inventor’s experimental process for
making matting products out of recycled tires. The
company grew rapidly to become the leading manufacturer of equine matting in the United States. In 1995,
the company developed the molding process that is used
to produce playground safety tiles and other products.
RB Rubber was purchased in 1999 by DASH MultiCorp., a diversified St. Louis-based holding company
established in 1974 by the entrepreneur, Marvin Wool.
The company greatly expanded its flooring products
offering via the addition of a rolled rubber production
process in 2001. In 2014 Dash Multi-Corp was
rebranded as Accella Performance Materials.
In May 2014, Accella acquired Ultimate Systems and
RTH Processing. RTH is the largest US manufacturer
of EPDM granules, available in a limitless variety
of colors. Ultimate Systems produces rolled rubber
products and tiles made from recycled materials.
Along with these new strengths came the need for
a new name, Ultimate RB. Today, Ultimate RB is
one of the largest and most technically advanced
manufacturers of recycled rubber products in the world.

Ultimate Design

There are several factors that distinguish Ultimate RB
from other manufacturers of recycled rubber products:
Ultimate RB is the only manufacturer with the three
distinct production processes described above, and this
allows the company to offer an unrivaled variety of products for use in many different industries and applications.
Ultimate RB stands out as the only rubber flooring
manufacturer with the cost advantage of being
vertically integrated, as we now produce our own
recycled tire crumb, a wide variety of colored EPDM
granules and urethane binder.
With full control over the production of materials used
to make its products, Ultimate RB can offer quality
control and reliability that no competitor can match.
Finally, Ultimate RB is the only manufacturer with
production facilities in the east and the west, which
enable the company to economically serve customers
from coast to coast.
With the combination of all of these factors, Ultimate RB
is uniquely positioned to offer consistent quality and value
to customers in a broad range of industries.

ULTIMATE RB BENEFITS

Eco-Friendly
Durable
Easy Installation
Easy To Clean
American Made
Custom Color & Sizing
FloorScore Certified
Minimal Odor
Superior Comfort
ISO:9001
Slip & Impact Resistant
Anti-Fatigue
Sound Absorbing
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Admired by architects and designers. Recommended
and selected by specifiers. Preferred by green building
managers. Ultimate Design recycled rubber flooring
has proven to be the floor of choice by those who
desire sustainable, environmentally friendly, resilient
flooring. Ultimate Design is available in an infinite
number of colors and design options. Manufactured
from vivid EPDM color granules - which consist
of 28% post-industrial recyclate - Ultimate Design
rubber flooring can be blended to match your custom
color pallet, achieving virtually any color range for an
unlimited number of applications. Schools, hospitals, retail spaces and corporate office buildings are
common installations. Ultimate Design is FloorScore
certified and meets the CHPS criteria for strict indoor
air quality standards. In addition, Ultimate Design
can contribute to multiple LEED credits under the
U.S. Green Building Council’s rating system.

ULTIMATE DESIGN APPLICATIONS
Retail Spaces, Offices & Restaurants
Merchandise & Product Displays
Poolside Walkways
Architectural Design Elements

Hospitals, Schools & Libraries
Aerobic Fitness & Yoga Studios
Sports Facilities and Arenas
Health & Fitness Centers

Golf & Ski Resorts
Weight & Locker Rooms
Inlaid Floor Graphics
Hospitality Areas

Infinite design & color options
Ultimate RB’s rolled rubber is manufactured via a
process called “skiving.” In the first stage of this process,
the ingredients are molded into a large cylindrical form.
Then this cylinder is skived (i.e. peeled) into rolls
of various dimensions on a very precise, computercontrolled cutting system. By changing the quantity
and variety of materials used in molding the cylinders
we can create rolls with different appearances and
physical characteristics.

Swatch No. 609
Spring Thaw
View pg 5-6 for standard colors
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Ultimate Fit-Tiles
Ultimate Fit-Tile is an exceptionally attractive,
radius-edged tile product for upscale fitness
centers and clubs. These 1” thick tiles are interlocking
and available in an unlimited range of colors. The
ease-of-maintenance, anti-fatigue, resilience, sound
and shock absorption qualities and portability make
these tiles ideal for any upscale install. As no adhesives
are required for installation, Ultimate Fit-Tiles can be
removed and installed again and again. They are
available in various sizes and thicknesses to suit
numerous applications.

Customize Your Floor Design with Inlaid Graphics & Logos
Looking to add an instant impact to a room or entranceway? Ultimate RB can effectively enhance your resilient
floor presentation with a custom logo, powerful message,
unique pattern, or bold shape. Build school spirit and
corporate pride with a college mascot, university motto,
or brand logo. Quickly direct people through airports
using colorful wayfinding floor graphics. Keep pools and
water parks safe with inlaid caution symbols and text.
Architects and designers can create dynamic floor patterns
and shapes for use in libraries, day care centers, and

corporate meeting rooms. Ultimate RB’s cutting
technology can provide an endless number of design
options for any of its recycled rubber flooring products.
Each piece of your design is precision cut using stateof-the-art equipment. Precise cutting tolerances ensure
your design will reassemble with no gaps and provide
smooth transitions between rubber colors. Push your
creativity to the max with custom inlaid logos and
shapes from Ultimate RB today!

ULTIMATE INLAID GRAPHICS APPLICATIONS
Weight Room Mascot Logos
High School Gym Logos & Slogans
University Names & Symbols
Bold Patterns & Shapes for Libraries
Poolside Caution or Alert Symbols & Text
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Fitness Brand Logos
Animal Designs for Day Care Play Areas
Water & Theme Park Flooring Logos
Architectural Design Flooring Motifs
Wayfinding Floor Graphics & Direction Symbols

The Ultimate Flooring for High Impact Use
Ultimate Tough Rolls & Tiles

ULTIMATE TOUGH APPLICATIONS
Weight Rooms & Gyms

Concession Areas

Multi-purpose rooms

Rooftop Walkways

Dance Studios

Ice Rink Walkways

Jungle Gym & Play Areas

Factory Floors

Locker Rooms

Machinery Rooms

School Cafeterias

Golf & Country Clubs

Popular in health and fitness chains, weight rooms and
ice rinks, Ultimate Tough recycled rubber flooring is a
champion in a wide variety of applications. Available
in rolls or tiles, Ultimate Tough is ideal for high-wear
and high-impact spaces that require maximum subfloor
protection. Home gyms, weight rooms, and basements
all benefit from durable rubber tile. Manufactured from
post-consumer SBR tire buffings with small percentages
of colored EPDM, Ultimate Tough is the recommended
choice for high-traffic active spaces. Ultimate Tough
features a dense rubber core that provides excellent
high-impact durability and superior slip resistance in
wet or dry conditions. Ultimate Tough also combines
anti-fatigue and ergonomic comfort properties with
very low maintenance. Containing up to 92% recycled
content range and low VOC emissions, Ultimate Tough
is widely regarded as the premier “green” resilient
flooring choice. It is available in rolls and interlocking
and square tiles, and comes in 7 standard colors in
variable thicknesses. Custom colors are also available.

Ultimate RB Zip-Tiles
Flooring in athletic facilities must stand up to a variety
of special demands ranging from the punishment of free
weights to the shearing effect of ice skates. It must also
provide noise reduction and a comfortable surface for
the athletes. Recycled rubber flooring meets all these
requirements. Ultimate Tough RB Zip-Tiles offer superior
durability, resilience, sound absorption, spike resistance
and traction. These tiles are engineered so precisely that
the intricate interlocking pattern nearly disappears as
the tiles are installed. The result is the appearance of
a monolithic surface, accomplished with the ease of
installing interlocking tiles. The unique tab design holds
the tiles together securely without the need of expensive
adhesives, tapes or the labor to apply them. The Ultimate
RB Zip-Tiles can also be disassembled and re-assembled
time and again without damaging the tiles.

ULTIMATE TOUGH APPLICATIONS
Anti-Fatigue Mats

Ramps & Inclines

Home Gym Flooring

Baseball Areas

Ski & Snowboard Shops

Hospitals

Karate/Kickboxing Dojos

Schools

Stationary Bike Matting

Trailers

See Nightscapes Collection for samples
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Ultimate RB maintains an inventory of stock colors that can be cut to your specifications for quick turnaround.
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No. 667
Pebble Beach

No. 688
Crushed Seashells

No. 1035
Sandy Footprints

No. 1075
Gold Coast

No. 607
Rocky Ridge

No. 616
Misty Morning

No. 617
Evening Shadow

No. 612
Pike’s Peak

No. 1023
Tide’s Out

No. 600
Caribbean Cove

No. 632
Sand Castle

No. 1013
Spanish Moss

No. 601
Alaskan Peak

No. 605
Canyon Nights

No. 606
Crisp Air

No. 609
Spring Thaw

No. 1014
Palm Leaf

No. 629
Rainforest

No. 655
Sea Glass

No. 614
Blue Lagoon

No. 1012
Evening Fog

No. 613
Light up the Night

No. 653
Storm Cloud

No. 615
Man in the Moon

No. 619
Gypsy Caravan

No. 652
Hot Chile

No. 1011
Cayenne

No. 610
Chipotle

No. 623
Meteor Shower

No. 638
Campfire Smoke

No. 1017
Starry Night

No. 625
View from the Top

No. 626
Saffron

No. 639
Arabian Desert

No. 690
Paprika

No. 654
Golden Palace

No. 608
Constellation

No. 10437
Celestial Scene

No. 604
Moonrise

See Silent-Tread Collection

No. 620
Spice Market

No. 611
Jade

No. 618
Moroccan Nights

No. 627
Spiced Lavender

No. 106
Black

No. 125
Grey

No. 109
Red

No. 122
Blue/Grey

No. 622
Avalanche

No. 628
Snow Cap

No. 637
Ice Crystal

No. 602
Everest

Actual color of physical product may vary.

No. 126
Green

No. 127
Blue

Actual color of physical product may vary.

Underlayment

No. 177
Cocoa / Eggshell
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Ultimate Tough Specifications
Interlocking Tile Dimensions

Ultimate Tough Specifications
Test Type

astm

color

black

Shore Hardness

d-2240

60 +/– 5

60 +/– 5

Density

d-792

65 lbs./cu.ft.

60 lbs./cu.ft.

Elongation
(at break)

d-412

100%

85-125%

d-412

250 psi

250 psi

Taber Abrasion

d-3884

0.47

0.45

Flame Spread

e-84

135

135

Smoke Density

e-84

< 450

< 450

Compression Set

d-395

8.4%

< 12%

d-5116

0.5 mg/m2
or less

0.5 mg/m2
or less

No Change

No Change

Tensile Strength

Voc Emissions
Resistance
To Chemicals

f-925-02

Ultimate Design Specifications

Tile Sizes
Interlocking
18” x 18” (0.4572m2) +/– 0.078”
24” x 24” (0.61m2) +/– 0.078”
36” x 36” (0.91m2) +/– 0.078”
48” x 48” (1.2192m2) +/– 0.078”
Square
18” x 18” (0.4572m2) +/– 0.078”
24” x 24” (0.61m2) +/– 0.078”
36” x 36” (0.91m2) +/– 0.078”
48” x 48” (1.2192m2) +/– 0.078”

*Thickness

Shore Hardness

d-2240

60 +/– 5

Tolerance

Density

d-792

80 lbs./cu.ft.

Colored EPDM Granulate

Elongation
(at break)

d-412

300%

Tensile Strength

d-412

200 psi

Taber Abrasion

d-3884

2.34

Standard: 3.4mm (.134 in), 4mm (.157 in),
6mm (.236 in),8mm (.300 in), 9mm (.354 in),
9.5mm (.375 in)

Flame Spread

e-84

65

Tolerance

Smoke Density

e-84

< 450

Compression Set

d-395
d-5116

+/– 0.020”

0.0394 in (1mm) to .1181 in (3mm)

Black SBR Granulate
0.5 in (12.7mm)

Binder

Voc Emissions

Static Load Limit

f-970

–0.001 in

–0.001 in

Standard:
4 ft. (1.22m)

*Length
Standard:
25 ft. (7.62m) & 50 ft. (15.24m)

Electrostatic
Propensity

aatcc
134-1996

neg 0.4 kv

-----

Width Tolerances

Die- C Tear

d-624

70 lb/in

95 ppi

*Thickness

Coefficient
of Friction

d-1894-95

-----

wet 1.2
dry 1.2

Physical properties can vary by product type. Information above applies
to this product only.

Result

Tile Sizes

Shore Hardness

d-2240

65

+/– 0.020”

Density

d-3676

60 lbs./cu.ft.

Interlocking
28.5” x 28.5” (0.7239m x 0.7239m)

Elongation
(at break)

d-412

80%

*Thicknesses

0.0394 in (1mm) to .1181 in (3mm)

Tensile Strength

d-412

Shearing Strength

----

Chemical Behavior ----

322 psi

Die-C Tear

d-624

81 ppi

Coefficient
of Friction

d-1894

wet 0.93
dry 0.98

Physical properties can vary by product type. Information above applies
to this product only.
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Colored EPDM Granulate
Black SBR Granulate
0.5 in. (12.7mm)

Binder

<0.60
neutral

Tolerance

Urethane
*Custom available.

All of Ultimate RB’s rubber products contain at least 92% recycled
rubber material, manufactured in the USA in our ISO 9001
registered facilities, and they are all covered by our industry
leading Limited Warranties.

Standard: 25 ft. (7.62m) & 50 ft. (15.24m)

Black SBR Granulate (all products)

0.0394 in (1mm) to .1181 in (3mm)

Synthetic Polymer
*Custom available.

Binder

Urethane

Critical Radiant e-648 0.52
Flux

astm

0.3125 in (8mm) & 0.375 in (9.5mm)

No Change

Black SBR Granulate

Test Type

+/– 0.020”

*Length

Colored EPDM Granulate

neg 0.6 kv

RB Zip-Tile Dimensions

Tolerance

*Thickness

0.5 mg/m2
or less

aatcc
134-1996

Urethane

Standard: .078 in (2mm) to .472 (12mm)

Binder

Electrostatic
Propensity

Binder

*Thickness

*Length
Standard: 25 ft. (7.62m) & 50 ft. (15.24m)

Colored EPDM Granulate
0.0394 in (1mm) to .1181 in (3mm)

Width Tolerances

36” cut @ 36.5” +/– 0.24”
48” cut @ 48.5” +/– 0.24”

9.7%

–0.001 in

The color concentration of the standard rolls and tiles is 20%.
*Custom available * 3 ft. (.91m) available as custom width

Standard:

f-925-02

Standard: 4 ft. (1.22m)

0.5 in (12.7mm)

f-970

Ultimate RB Zip-Tile Specifications
RB Zip-Tile Specifications

Resistance
To Chemicals

Standard: 4 ft. (1.22m)

+/– 0.020”

Static Load Limit

Standard:
0.5 in (12.7mm)
.134 in (3.4mm) to .472 in (12mm)
+/– 0.020”

*Width

result

Roll Dimensions

Tolerance

*Width

astm

*Custom available.

48” Cut @ 48.5” +/– 0.24”

Underlayment Dimensions

Test Type

Standard:
.134 in (3.4mm) to .472 in (12mm)

Urethane

*Width

Roll Dimensions

Ultimate Design Specifications

Underlayment Specifications

w/cm2

Physical properties can vary by product type.
Information above applies to this product only.

Tile Dimensions
Tile Sizes

Interlocking
18” x 18” (0.4572m2) +/– 0.078”
24” x 24” (0.61m2) +/– 0.078”
36” x 36” (0.91m2) +/– 0.078”
48” x 48” (1.2192m2) +/– 0.078”
Square
24” x 24” (0.61m x 0.61m)
36” x 36” (0.91m x 0.91m)
36” x 36” (0.91m2) +/– 0.078”
48” x 48” (1.2192m2) +/– 0.078”

*Thickness

*Custom available
* 3 ft (.91m) available as custom width

Item

		

test

standard

density 			

lbs/cu.ft.

astm 3574			49.3

rating

compression resistance		

@25% (cfd)

astm d3574			

compression set		

@25%		*astm d3574		14

flamability			

pill test		

cpsc std. ff 1-70		

r-value			

resistance

astm c518			.14

tensile strengh		

psi		astm d412			129

65
passed

*at 78º for 22 hours (%)

Expert advice and sound testing data available upon request.

Physical properties can vary by product type. Information above applies to this product only.

Ultimate RB Minimum Recycled Rubber Content
Ultimate
Design

Minimum Recycled
Rubber Content

Pre-Consumer

Post Consumer

25% color

84% 		

3%

81%

30% color

82%		

4%

78%

35-40% color

79%		

5%		

74%

Tolerance

43-50% color

51%		

5%		

46%

+/– 0.020”

55-60% color

64%		

9%

55%

Colored EPDM Granulate

70% color

40%		

13%

57%

0.0394 in (1mm) to .1181 in (3mm)

75-80% color

36%		

18%

18%

Binder

85-90% color

28%		

19%

9%

95-100% color

21%		

21%		

0%

Standard: 3.4mm (.134 in), 4mm (.157 in),
6mm (.236 in),8mm (.300 in), 9mm (.354 in),
9.5mm (.375 in)

Urethane
*Custom available.

Ultimate RB Design resilient rubber flooring products conform to the Collaborative for High
Performance Schools (CHPS) - CA Section 01350 specifications.
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Ultimate RB
Silent-Tread Underlayment

Storage & Installation

Silent-Tread is an acoustical underlayment designed
to dramatically reduce sound transmission within a room
and floor to floor. When installed in a properly designed
flooring system, Silent-Tread can enable a building to meet
and exceed national building code and sound reduction
requirements. Silent-Tread is the superior choice for
high-rises, office buildings, hotels, multi-family or simply
for the personal comfort of the homeowner. In head-to-head
testing for sound reduction, Silent-Tread outperformed the
competition in actual field installations. Its dense recycled
rubber granules provide superior compression resistance so
you can enjoy its benefits much longer that with most other
underlayments.

Ultimate RB recommends storing rolls on their side,
and storing stacked tiles flat at a minimum of 55 degrees
Fahrenheit with less than 50% humidity. Do not store
rolls on end or tiles on the edge. Ultimate Design roll
products can be installed using standard commercial
resilient flooring installation practices. Subfloor surfaces
should not vary more than 1/8” in 10 feet. Orders for
more than one roll of rubber will be marked with letters
(i.e. “A,” “B,” “C”) to insure that each roll is positioned
correctly during installation. Roll “A” should be
positioned next to roll “B” and so on. If rubber rolls
are installed out of sequence, each roll could potentially
result in undesirable seam gaps.

The only effective way
to isolate impact noise
and reduce sound
transmission between
floors is to use an
underlayment that
can properly dampen.
Rubber underlayment
will always perform
better than the rest.

Solid rubber is, without a doubt, the most resilient
underlayment available. In fact, 2mm of rubber
underlayment is equal to 6mm of the next best
performing underlayment which is cork.

Ultimate RB suggests using an approved quality adhesive
with a urethane base for permanent installation of its
rubber flooring products. Ultimate RB manufactures
Ultimate Design tiles for each project in one shadepattern-lot number as close as possible to the sample
color. Since minor variations are inherent in resilient
flooring products, it is highly recommended that the tiles
be mixed during the dry fit process to create the most
desirable appearance. For recommended flooring
adhesives, visit www.UltimateRB.com

See Silent-Tread Collection for samples

UNDERLAYMENT APPLICATIONS
Condo/Apartments
Residential & Commercial
Hospital Flooring
Schools & Theaters
Restaurant Flooring
Hardwood Courts

Cleaning & Maintenance
Maintenance and floor care depends on the desired
appearance of the installed product and the type of
equipment used to maintain the flooring. We carry a
complete line of cleaning products and sealer for the
flooring and tile products. For specific recommendations,
visit www.UltimateRB.com.

Certified Green and Making a Difference
Ultimate RB’s recycled rubber flooring and rubber
underlayment products are manufactured using high
concentrations of post-industrial and post-consumer
recycled materials. Vibrant colored EPDM granules consist
of 28% post-industrial recyclate, and black SBR consists
entirely of post-consumer material from discarded tires.
Ultimate RB’s resilient flooring and underlayment product
lines contain some of the highest - if not the highest recycled content percentages in their respective categories.
The Ultimate Design product line contains recycled content
ranging from 31% to 57%. Ultimate Tough products
contain up to 92%. Silent-Tread underlayment has the
highest recycled content percentage at a noteworthy
94%. Each year, Ultimate RB prevents millions of tons of
scrap tire rubber from filling landfills and polluting the
9

Ultimate RB Flooring is FloorScore®
Certified and CHCS compliant.

Warranties

For more information on the FloorScore certification program, the
Scientific Certification System, or CHPS, visit these online resources:

www.rfci.com • www.scscertified.com • www.chps.net

Ultimate RB warrants its rubber flooring products to be
free of manufacturing defects in MATERIAL ONLY for
a period of one year. Liability is limited to replacement
of product to the original consumer.

environment. Every day, Ultimate RB helps to reduce
America’s carbon footprint through its state-of-the art
manufacturing processes. Tire by tire, Ultimate RB is
making a difference.
Ultimate RB’s sustainable flooring and underlayment may
contribute to multiple LEED credits under the U.S. Green
Building Council rating systems. For more information on
this topic, visit the U.S. Green Building Council web site
at www.usgbc.org.

Ultimate RB. reserves the right, under its Continuous Improvement
Policy, to change construction or design details and furnish product
when so altered without reference to illustrations or specifications
used herein.

Skive or knife marks on the product is an inherent
characteristic of using recycled rubber and will not be
viewed as an appropriate reason for rejecting the final
finished product. Every effort is made in the manufacture
of rubber flooring products for consistency of size, color
and density within a given lot number. Slight variations
can occur from lot number to lot number.
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